Be Well, Be Safe Week 2022
Evaluation Overview

• Promoted 12 free sessions for faculty and staff
• Encouraged participation in 3 wellness challenges
• Provided daily health and safety tips
• Offered free U of G Athletics Fitness classes
• Supplied research station staff with care packages

• 121 people registered
• Video recording available to watch

Keynote Participant Feedback
•

“I really liked how she had a variety of approaches, tools, links, and looked at the whole
person, not just one aspect of wellness.”

•

“I will be doing some of the self-assessments provided and look for ways to reframe the
challenges of the pandemic in terms of growth instead.”

Session Highlights
Session Title

Number of
Registrants

Morning Mindfulness Moment: A Space 13
for Connection
Get to Know your Campus Athletic
Facilities

7

Not Myself Today Orientation for AllEmployees

135

Not Myself Today Ambassador
Orientation

128

“I just setup my Not Myself
Profile and wow, I’m excited
about the resources
available to us as staff and
managers. I am very happy
that this is something the
UofG is bringing into our
lives. THANK YOU for
finding such an amazing
resource!”

Session Highlights Continued
Session Title

Number of
Registrants

We’ve all made mistakes and
60
that’s okay: Managing the voice of
our inner critic.
COVID-19: What’s New with Dr.
Andrew Papadopoulos

50

Connectedness for our Mental
Health

27

Extending the Circle: An Invitation
to Cultivate Growth*

22

“I now think about 'thought
traps' often. I never realized
there was a word for that!
Now I pause, take some
slow breaths and reevaluate
if I want to continue
expending my time/effort
on negative thoughts.”

“I feel that providing this type of hands on workshop with plants especially and also
giving us the materials to work with has made the session very enjoyable while soothing
and calming as well. I love that I'll get to watch my plants grow and associate it with
doing a wonderful activity provided through my work and more so that it shows empathy
and caring from the employer.”

Session Highlights Continued
Session Title

Number of
Registrants

Chair Yoga: Get Fit Where you Sit

59

Get to Know Your University of
Guelph Campus!*

14

Virtual Paint Class with Artist
Patrick Hunter *

20

Night Shift Staff Movie Night

29

“I was able to completely forget all the
pressure from work during the session
and [remembered] how important it is
to take care of myself.”

“I have some mobility issues so the chair
yoga was perfect. It was easy to attend,
the instructor was VERY
KNOWLEDGEABLE, it was short (perfect
for a work day!) I am going to speak to my
work team about having chair yoga at one
of our team meetings.”

“This made me aware of sites on campus
that I didn't know about (greenhouse) and
loved all the history.”

Research Station Staff
164 “care-packages” delivered to
research station staff across Ontario
•

49% increase in packages delivered
compared to 2021
• 110 packages delivered in 2021

Contents included:
• U of G Honey;
• Creelman Bake Shop Brownies;
• Seed Paper Cards that each individual
can plant and care for the wildflowers
that grow while reflecting on caring
for oneself;
• Post Card to send to a loved one as
“Happy Mail”; and
• Not Myself Today Mood Buttons to
support in beginning the conversation
about mental health.

Spot the Hazards! Challenge
17 entries submitted
– 54% decrease in submissions from
2021
» 37 submission in 2021

Winners:
– Christy S
–Nadia T
–Marzieh T

Kudoboard
Challenges

• 10 submissions
• 42.8% increase from “5 Day Reset” Challenge
in 2021 (7 submissions in 2021)
• 92 pageviews of Kudoboard
• 4 new Kudoboard users from challenge

• 12 submissions
• 121 pageviews of Kudoboard
• 31 new Kudoboard users from challenge

Overall Evaluation
 657 total registrations across all programming sessions throughout the
week.
 59% increase in registrations from 2021 (413 registrations in
2021)
 12 session offerings throughout the week
 37% decrease in number of offerings from 2021 (19 session
offerings in 2021)
 Reduced quantity of programming, yet number of registrations
still high
 Across all submitted program evaluations:
 84% rated sessions extremely successful or very successful
 95% rated facilitators extremely engaging or very engaging
 100% of evaluations said they would recommend the session
to a colleague or friend

Thank you for celebrating
Be Well, Be Safe Week
with us!
Have an idea or want to connect?
Email: wellnessatwork@uoguelph.ca

